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Abstract
We consider an APX-hard variant (∆-Max-ATSP) and an APX-hard relaxation
(Max-3-DCC) of the classical traveling salesman problem. We present a 31
40 -approximation
algorithm for ∆-Max-ATSP and a 34 -approximation algorithm for Max-3-DCC with
polynomial running time. The results are obtained via a new way of applying techniques for computing undirected cycle covers to directed problems.
Key words: Approximation algorithm, Traveling Salesman Problem, cycle cover,
blossom inequalities.
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Introduction

The class of traveling salesman problems (TSP) has been studied for many
decades. The usual setting for the problems is, informally, the following: given a
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complete graph with a weight function on the edges, find an optimal (minimum
or maximum) weight tour visiting all the vertices exactly once. There are
several variations possible in the above description giving rise to different
problems. Usually, one deals with minimization variants, that is, one wants
to compute a minimum weight tour. Still, the corresponding maximization
variants have also been investigated. At a first glance, computing a tour of
maximum weight seems to be unnatural, but problems with such an objective
function find their applications, for instance, in maximum latency delivery
problems [7] or in the computation of shortest common superstrings [6]. In
this paper, we study two maximization problems—one of them being a TSP
problem and the other, a related cycle cover problem.
More formally, let G = (V, E) be a complete loopless directed graph and
w : E → Q≥0 be a weight function that assigns to each edge a nonnegative
weight. A cycle of G is a (strongly) connected subgraph such that each node
has indegree and outdegree one. Since G has no loops, every cycle has length
at least two. The weight w(c) of a cycle c is the sum of the weights of the edges
contained in it. A Hamiltonian tour of G is a cycle that contains all nodes
of G. The problem of finding a Hamiltonian tour of minimum weight is the
well-studied asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP). It is known that
most of the TSP minimization problems are NPO–hard (see [22] for further
details). This result urged researchers to study those problems in which the
weight function w is restricted. A natural restriction is the triangle inequality,
that is,
w(u, v) + w(v, x) ≥ w(u, x)
for all nodes u, v, x.
With this additional assumption, several approximation algorithms [12,2,15,10]
have been designed for ATSP achieving performance guarantees of the order
of log2 (|V |). The special case that G is undirected or, equivalently, that w is
symmetric has received even more attention. In this case, a 1.5-factor approximation algorithm exists due to Christofides [9].
The maximization variant of TSP—given G, find a Hamiltonian tour of maximum weight—has also been studied. Note that constant factor approximation
algorithms exist for the problem even without any restrictions on the weight
function w. However, here we study the variant of Maximum ATSP where w
fulfills the triangle inequality. We denote this problem ∆-Max-ATSP. For a
survey of results on Maximum TSP, the reader is referred to [1].
A cycle cover of G is a collection of node-disjoint cycles such that each node
is part of exactly one cycle. A cycle cover in an undirected graph is also called
2-factor. Every Hamiltonian tour is obviously a cycle cover. We call a cycle a
k-cycle if it has exactly k edges (and nodes). A cycle cover is called a k-cycle
cover if each cycle in the cover has at least k edges. We call the problem of
finding a maximum weight 3-cycle cover Max-3-DCC. Note that we here do
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not require w to fulfill the triangle inequality.

1.1

Previous Results

For the general Maximum ATSP, Nemhauser, Fisher, and Wolsey [11] present
a 12 -approximation algorithm with polynomial time. Kosaraju, Park, and Stein
[16], Bläser [3], Lewenstein and Sviridenko [19], and Kaplan et al. [15] improve
on this by giving polynomial time approximation algorithm with performances
38 8 5
, , , and 23 , respectively. For ∆-Max-ATSP, Kostochka and Serdyukov [17]
63 13 8
provide a 34 -approximation algorithm with polynomial running time. Kaplan
-approximation alet al. [15] improve on this by giving a polynomial time 10
13
27
gorithm. Recently, Chen and Nagoya [8] gave a 35 -approximation algorithm
for ∆-Max-ATSP.
∆-Max-ATSP is APX-hard, even if the weight function is {1, 2}-valued. This
follows basically from the hardness proof of the corresponding minimization
variant given by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [20].
The problem of computing a maximum weight 2-cycle cover is solvable in polynomial time, as will be discussed in the section describing our decomposition
technique. But, the problem of computing maximum weight 3-cycle covers is
APX-hard, even if w attains only two different values [5]. Bläser and Manthey [4] give a 53 -approximation algorithm with polynomial running time for
Max-3-DCC. Kaplan et al. [15] improve on this by giving a 32 -approximation
algorithm with polynomial running time.

1.2

Our Results

Our main technial contribution ist the use of undirected techniques, namely
the so-called blossom inequalities, for computing directed cycle covers. The
new idea is to formulate a linear program which includes 2-cycles eliminations
constraints and the blossom inequalities, solve it, and decompose the optimum
fractional solution into an undirected cycle cover. This means, that after ignoring directions, the subgraph is a cycle cover. It has of course the drawback
that when viewed as a directed graph, the edges of the cycles might not point
into the direction along a directed cycle. The advantage, on the other hand
is, that all cycles in the obtained cycle cover have length at least three. In
previous approaches such a fractional solution always was decomposed into
directed cycle covers in which every cycle could have length two (but one
had some additional knowledge about the distribution of the 2-cycles in the
covers.) We use this approach to design better approximation algorithms for
∆-Max-ATSP and Max-3-DCC.
3

31
For ∆-Max-ATSP, this results in a 40
-approximation algorithm improving on
the previous best algorithm due to [8] which has an approximation perfor. Note that 31
= 0.775 and 27
≈ 0.771.
mance 27
35
40
35

For Max-3-DCC, we get a 34 -approximation algorithm. This improves the previous best algorithm which has a performance guarantee of 23 .
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The Decomposition Technique

Let G = (V, E) be the given complete loopless directed graph with weight
function w : E → Q≥0 on the edges. The following integer program computes
a maximum weight cycle cover in G:

Maximize

X

w(u, v)yu,v subject to

(u,v)∈E

X

yu,v = 1 for all v ∈ V , (indegree constraints)

u∈V

X

(1)
yu,v = 1 for all u ∈ V , (outdegree constraints)

v∈V

yu,v ∈ {0, 1} for all (u, v).
We relax the integrality constraints to yu,v ≥ 0. It is well-known that this
relaxed linear program has always an integral solution which can be found in
polynomial time, see e.g. [21, Section 18.3]. In order to find a good approximation for traveling salesman problem, we want to have cycle covers with long
cycles. A first step is to add the so-called 2-cycle elimination constraints:

yu,v + yv,u ≤ 1 for all (u, v). (2-cycle constraints)

(2)

If these constraints are added to the linear program relaxation of (1), then it
does not always have an integral optimum solution.
In undirected graphs, however, we can find optimum cycle cover that contain
no 2-cycles, so called 2-factors. 2-factors can be computed by the blossom
inequalities:
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for all {u, v}.

x{u,v} = yu,v + yv,u

x(δ(W )\F ) − x(F ) ≥ 1 − |F | for all W ⊆ V , F matching,

(3)

F ⊆ δ(W ), |F | odd
In the formulation above, x{u,v} are the indicator variables when we disregard
the directions of the edges; δ(W ) denotes the set of edges whose one endpoint
P
lies in W and for any set A of unordered pairs of nodes, x(A) := e∈A xe .
There are exponentially many blossom inequalities, but Letchford et al. [18]
construct a separation oracle for the blossom inequalities with running time
O(|V |4 ).
We now solve the relaxed linear program (1) together with the constraints
(2) and (3). We can find an optimum solution if there is a polynomial time
separation oracle, that is, an algorithm that determines which inequalities are
violated by a given assignment to the variables, see Grötschel et al. [13]. Of
course, if the number of violated inequalities is exponential then one will not be
able to find all of them in polynomial time, but finding one is sufficient. For the
blossom inequalities, we use the oracle by Letchford et al. All other inequalities
can be checked trivially, since there are only polynomially many. Thus an
?
optimal fractional solution z ? := (yu,v
, x?{u,v} ) can be found in polynomial
time.
?
Let L be the largest common denominator of all yu,v
, x?{u,v} , u, v ∈ V . We build
?
a directed multigraph M as follows: For all u, v ∈ V , we add yu,v · L many
copies of the edge (u, v) to M ? . The number L can be exponentially large in
the input size, but its bit size is polynomial. We do not add yu,v · L copies
of an edge explicitly but use a counter to store the number of copies. Next,
we normalize the solution z ? and the multigraph M ? as follows: Construct
an undirected graph H by defining an undirected edge {u, v} if M ? contains
edges between vertices u and v in both directions. If H contains a cycle C then
M ? contains two corresponding oppositely oriented cycles c1 and c2 of length
?
at least three. The multiplicity of those cycles is min{yu,v
: (u, v) ∈ c1 } · L
?
and min{yu,v : (u, v) ∈ c2 } · L. We can assume that the weight of c1 is not
?
larger than the weight of c2 . We delete min{yu,v
: (u, v) ∈ c1 } · L copies of c1
?
?
from M and add min{yu,v : (u, v) ∈ c1 } · L copies of c2 . We also change the
?
current solution (yu,v
, x?{u,v} ) to reflect the change in M ? . The new solution is
also an optimal solution of the linear program since we did not decrease the
value of the solution and we do not violate the constraints (1) and (2). This
transformation does not change the values of x?{u,v} at all, and therefore the
constraints (3) are still fulfilled, too. Repeating the procedure O(|V |2 ) times,
?
we can guarantee that we have an optimal solution (yu,v
, x?{u,v} ) such that
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graph M ? does not have oppositely oriented cycles of length larger than two.

Since z ? fulfills the constraints (1), the adjacency matrix of M ? scaled down
by 1/L is doubly stochastic, that is, its row and columns sums are all 1. By the
Birkhoff–von Neumann theorem (see e.g. [21, Cor. 18.1a]), we can write this
matrix as a convex combination of at most n2 permutation matrices. Equivalently, we can write M ? as the union of at most n2 cycle covers, each having
a multiplicity. We can compute such cycle covers C1 , . . . , CN and multiplicities γ1 , . . . , γN in polynomial time. Note that L = γ1 + · · · + γN . We color (a
particular copy of) an edge e in M ? red, if it is contained in a 2-cycle in the
unique cycle cover Ci that e belongs to. All other edges are colored blue. Let
W2 be the sum of all red edges divided by L and W3 be the sum of all blue
edges divided by L.

From M ? , we get an undirected multigraph graph Mu? by replacing every edge
by an undirected one. We still keep all the copies, in particular, a 2-cycle
is replaced by two undirected parallel edges. Since x?{u,v} fulfills the blossom
inequalities and hence lies in the 2-factor polytope (refer to [21, p. 530]), Mu?
is the sum of a number of 2-factors. For the moment, we give every copy of
the red edge {u, v} the weight w(u, v) + w(v, u). The total weight of all edges
under this new weight function is 2W2 ·L+W3 ·L, since we double the weight of
the red edges. We compute a maximum weight 2-factor Fu in Mu? . This can be
done in polynomial time; it is sufficient to consider only one copy between two
nodes of Mu? during this computation. The weight of Fu is at least 2W2 + W3
under the new weight function, because Mu? is the sum of L 2-factors of total
weight 2W2 · L + W3 · L. Let F be the directed graph that we get from Fu be
taking the directions into account again. Next, for every red edge (u, v), we
add the corresponding edge (v, u). Let D be the resulting directed graph. D
has weight at least 2W2 + W3 under the old weight function, since for each
red edge we added exactly the weight that is lost when going back to the
old weight function. Note that D is a simple graph. The weakly connected
components of D are cycles, but not all edges point in the same direction and
if the edge is red, also the other edge between the two nodes is present. Every
weakly connected component of D contains at least one blue edge. (If D had
a cycle without a blue edge, then M ? would have two cycles of length at least
three that are oppositely directed, a contradiction.)

We now apply our technique to the two problems ∆-Max-ATSP and Max-3-DCC.
For each of them, we design two algorithms: One uses C1 , . . . , CN and works
well if W2 is small, the other one uses D is favourable if W2 is large.
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M∗

Mu∗

C1

Fu

C2

D

Fig. 1. An example. The leftmost graph in the upper line is the graph M ? . Here,
L = 2. Next to it, we see the decomposition of M ? into cycle covers. Both cycle
covers have the multiplicity 1 in this example. The four edges incident with the
node on the top will be colored red, since they appear in 2-cycles in C1 and C2 ,
respectively. All other edges are colored blue. Red edges will be drawn dashed in
the following. In the second row, we see the graph Mu? that we get from M ? by
disregarding directions. Next to it, we see the 2-factor Fu . The rightmost graph is
D. Directions are re-introduced and for the two red edges, the corresponding edge
with opposite direction is added.

3

Metric Maximum ATSP

Throughout this section, we assume that w fulfills the triangle inequality. Our
goal is to find a Hamiltonian tour of maximum weight.
By exploiting an algorithm due to Kostochka and Serdyukov [17], Kaplan et
al. [15] show how to compute a Hamiltonian tour of weight at least 43 W2 + 56 W3 .
Lemma 1 There is an algorithm with polynomial running time that computes
a Hamiltonian tour of weight at least 34 W2 + 65 W3 . 2
This will be the first algorithm that we use. The second algorithm needs the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 Let K be a weakly connected component of D. After deleting one
blue edge of K, we can construct in polynomial time two node-disjoint directed
paths p1 and p2 such that
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

p1 and p2 span the same nodes as K,
p1 can be transformed into p2 by reversing all directions of its edges,
except the discarded blue edge, all edges of K are in p1 ∪ p2 , and
the discarded edge connects the two end-points of p1 and p2 , respectively.

PROOF. The component corresponding to K in the underlying undirected
graph is a cycle of length at least three. At least one of the edges on this
cycle is blue. Discard one blue edge. Let v1 , . . . , v` be the nodes of K (in this
order) and assume that the edge between v` and v1 was discarded. Between
any two nodes vλ and vλ+1 , there are at most two edges and if there are two
edges, then these edges are red and point into different directions, since we
added the other edge of the 2-cycles. Therefore, the paths v1 , v2 , . . . , v` and
v` , v`−1 , . . . , v1 contain all edges of K except the one that we discarded. 2
By applying Lemma 2 to each component of D, we obtain two collections of
node-disjoint paths P1 and P2 such that each weakly connected component
of D corresponds to two oppositely directed paths in P1 and P2 respectively.
Next we are going to construct Hamiltonian tours H1 and H2 out of P1 and
P2 . The proof of the following lemma uses an idea of Hassin and Rubinstein
[14].
Lemma 3 We can construct two Hamiltonian tours H1 and H2 in polynomial
time such that H1 and H2 contain all the weight of the red edges of D and 1/2
of the weight of the blue edges of D.

PROOF. Let pj,1 , . . . , pj,k be the paths of Pj for j = 1, 2. Assume that p1,κ
and p2,κ span the same nodes but have opposite directions. Let p1,κ be the
path that forms a cycle with the discarded blue edge.
We first describe a randomized algorithm and estimate the expected weight
of the two tours H1 and H2 . We select paths q1 , . . . , qk : qκ is p1,κ or p2,κ , both
with probability 1/2, 1 ≤ κ ≤ k. All coin flips are independent. The cycle
H1 is obtained by patching the paths together in the order q1 , . . . , qk , and the
cycle H2 by patching the paths together in the opposite order qk , . . . , q1 .
There are two “types” of edges in H1 and H2 . Edges that already appear in
P1 or P2 and edges that are introduced during the patching process. Edges of
the first type correspond to red edges of D or blue edges of D that are not
discarded when building P1 and P2 .
Every edge of P1 and P2 is included with probability 1/2 and if it is included,
then it is included twice, namely once in H1 and once in H2 . Thus every edge
e of P1 and P2 contributes weight w(e) to H1 and H2 in expectation. Thus the
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expected weight of the edges of the first type in H1 and H2 is w(P1 ) + w(P2 )
by linearity of expectation.
The discarded blue edges are of course not included in H1 or H2 , but we can
bound the weight of the edges of the second type in terms of the weight of the
discarded blue edges. We do this analysis locally, i.e., we estimate the expected
weight of the edges of the second type between to consecutive paths qκ and
qκ+1 . Thereafter, we exploit the linearity of expectation.
Figure 3 shows two discarded blue edges e and f corresponding to paths
qκ and qκ+1 . The direction of qκ is determined randomly with probability
1/2. The same is true for qκ+1 . Thus, there are four possibilities how qκ and
qκ+1 can be directed. Since the coin flips are independent, each occurs with
probability 1/4. The edges introduced by the patching are xj and yj , j =
1, . . . , 4 respectively. Each pair belongs to one of the four possiblities above.
The edge xj is introduced when patching in the order q1 , . . . , q` , i.e, when
building H1 . The edge yj is introduced, when building H2 . The expected weight
that we get from the edges of the second type introduced between qκ and qκ+1
is
z := 41 (w(x1 ) + w(y1 ) + w(x2 ) + w(y2 ) + w(x3 ) + w(y3 ) + w(x4 ) + w(y4 )).
By the triangle inequality, we have
w(e) ≤ w(x1 ) + w(y2 ),
w(e) ≤ w(x2 ) + w(y1 ),
w(f ) ≤ w(x3 ) + w(y1 ),
w(f ) ≤ w(x1 ) + w(y3 ).
It follows that
z ≥ 41 (w(e) + w(f )).
By the same argument, we get another 41 w(e) from the edges of the second type
introduced between qκ−1 and qκ . And from the edges of the second type introduced between qκ+1 and qκ+2 , we get another 14 w(f ). Thus the total expected
weight of the edges of the second type is 1/2 of the weight of the discarded
blue edges.
The above randomized procedure can be easily derandomized by exploiting
the method of conditional expectations. 2

Lemma 4 There is an algorithm with polynomial running time that computes
a Hamiltonian tour of weight at least W2 + 41 W3 .
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e

f

x1
y1

f

e
y2

x2
f

e
y3

x3
e

y4

f

x4
Fig. 2. Two discarded blue edges e and f (drawn solid) of two consecutive path
(drawn dashed). There are four possibilities how the paths can be chosen. xj and
yj are the edges used for the patching, the xj are used when patching from left to
right, the yj when patching from right to left.

PROOF. The algorithm decomposes the graph D into two collection of paths
P1 , P2 as in Lemma 2. From P1 , P2 , it computes Hamiltonian tours H1 and
H2 as in Lemma 3. It then outputs the tour with the largest weight. D has
weight at least 2W2 + W3 . Let a be the weight of the deleted blue edges. Then
w(P1 ) + w(P2 ) ≥ 2W2 + W3 − a. The total weight of H1 and H2 is at least
w(P1 ) + w(P2 ) + a/2 ≥ 2W2 + W3 − a/2 ≥ 2W2 + W3 /2,
since a ≤ W3 . Thus the heavier one of H1 and H2 has weight at least W2 +
W3 /4.

Finally, we run the algorithms of Lemmas 1 and 4 and output the heavier
tour.
-approximation algorithm for ∆-Max-ATSP with
Theorem 5 There is a 31
40
polynomial running time.

PROOF. The first algorithms returns a Hamiltonian tour of weight at least
3
W2 + 56 W3 . The second one returns a tour of weight at least W2 + 41 W3 . Since
4
31
(W2
40

+ W3 ) =

9 3
( W2
10 4

+ 65 W3 ) +

10

1
(W2
10

+ 14 W3 )

is a convex combination of these, the heavier of the two tours has weight at
least 31
(W2 + W3 ). Since W2 + W3 is an upper bound for the weight of an
40
optimum Hamiltonian tour, we are done.
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Maximum 3-Cycle Cover

In this section, we only assume that w is nonnegative. In particular, w is not
required to fulfill the triangle inequality. Our goal is to compute a directed
3-cycle cover of maximum weight.
Bläser and Manthey [4] show how to compute a 3-cycle cover of weight 12 W2 +
W3 , from C1 , . . . , CN .
Lemma 6 There is an algorithm with polynomial running time that computes
a 3-cycle cover of weight at least 21 W2 + W3 .
This will be our first algorithm. Next, we design an algorithm that is favorable
if W2 is large. We start with a lemma similar to Lemma 2.
Lemma 7 Let K be a weakly connected component of D. We can construct
in polynomial time two directed cycles z1 and z2 such that
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

z1 and z2 span the same nodes as K,
z1 can be transformed into z2 by reversing all directions of its edges,
all edges of K are in z1 ∪ z2 ,
and the length of z1 and z2 is at least three.

PROOF. The component corresponding to K in D is an undirected cycle of
length at least three. After possibly adding some edges to K, K consists of
two oppositely oriented directed cycles of length at least three. 2
Lemma 8 There is an algorithm with polynomial running time that computes
a 3-cycle cover of weight at least W2 + 21 W3 .
PROOF. The algorithm computes the graph D and decomposes them into
two 3-cycle covers by treating each component as in Lemma 7. It then outputs
the 3-cycle cover with the largest weight. D has weight 2W2 +W3 . The heaviest
of the two 3-cycle covers has weight at least W2 + 21 W3 .
If we run the algorithms of Lemmas 6 and 8 and output the heavier tour, we
get a 3/4 approximation algorithm.
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Theorem 9 There is a 34 -approximation algorithm for Max-3-DCC with polynomial running time.
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